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http://www.corestandards.org/the-standards/english-language-arts-standards/readinginformational-text/

Ask and Answer Questions
Understanding of Key Details
Identify Main Topic
Connection Between Information in a Text
Determine or Clarify Word Meanings
Know and Use Text Features
Distinguish Information in Pictures & Text
Identify Main Purpose of a Text
Use Illustrations & Details for Key Ideas
Identify Reasons to Support Points in Text
Compare & Contrast Two Texts
Read & Comprehend Informational Texts in Grade Level
Band Proficiently
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Author’s Name:

From the words I learned...

Illustrator’s Name:

From the pictures I learned

The Author wants me to explain or describe___________________________
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I think____ I wonder__? I know____

Simple Research Graphic Organizer Adaptation of KWL for K-2
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Categories
How they

look
Where they

live

I think

I wonder

I know
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What they

eat

Life
Cycle

Interesting

Facts
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Graphic Organizer for Study of Animal Life Cycles

Reciprocal Teaching with Fiction or Nonfiction
Guided Reading

Grades K-2

Text:

Sample Plan
Narrative ( ) Expository ( )

(instructional small groups)

Group:

Materials: Leveled texts at their instructional level, simple response journals
Objectives(s): Students will (list a comprehension strategy for your focus):
BEFORE READING: Purposes: 1) activate relevant prior knowledge; 2) supply needed background
knowledge; 3) motivate; 4) have the students anticipate the content; 5) set a goal or strategy focus.

DURING READING: While students read or re-read assigned text, the teacher listens to each student
and coaches for good reader strategies and probes for comprehension. Note strengths or needs with using
meaning (M), structure/grammar (S), visual information/phonics (V), fluency, or vocabulary.

AFTER READING: Remember your objective/comprehension focus for this lesson. Note strengths or
needs with comprehension as you discuss the story. You should plan several questions from the text to probe
for basic understanding and inference.

Students can respond with Reciprocal Teaching Format by drawing a “4 Square” in their response journal:
Predictions

Questions

Clarify Words or Ideas

Summarize
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Predict
What do you think might happen
next based on what you already
know and what you have read?
© Judy Lynch

Based on Reciprocal Teaching by Annemarie Palincsar,

Comment
How has your thinking changed?
While reading, did you notice…
something funny, sad, strange,
interesting, etc.? Why do you
feel that way?
© Judy Lynch

Based on the work of Linda Dorn
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? Question ?
Anything related to what you have read…

Characters and how they act
Setting Plot
Problem/Solution

Why?
When?
What?
©Judy Lynch

Do you think? Who?
Where?
How?
What if…?
Did…?

©

Based on Reciprocal Teaching by Annemarie Palincsar,

Clarify
A word or idea you don’t understand

Word: What does that mean?
Idea: I don’t get the part where…
You can always choose words or ideas a younger student wouldn’t understand.
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Based on Reciprocal Teaching by Annemarie Palincsar and the work of Lori Oczkus
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Connect
When reading, what relates?
1. to your life
(text to self)
2. to another book (text to text)
3. to the world
(text to world)
From Strategies That Work by Harvey and Goudvis, c 2000

Summarize
Write a brief summary of today’s reading.

Main ideas / Big ideas
What happened?
Short and in order
© Judy Lynch

Based on Reciprocal Teaching by Annemarie Palincsar
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Categories What I
think
I know

Yes!
I’m
right

New
Learnings

I don’t
think
that
anymore

I
Wonder

How they
look

What they
eat

Where
they
live
Life
Cycle

Interesting
Facts

Adapted from RAN Chart (Reading and Analyzing Nonfiction) by Tony Stead and Linda Hoyt
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1. Pull a nonfiction book from my classroom or school libraries on a topic we are studying
such as George Washington or butterflies.
2. Put the class into small groups
3. Display the Text Feature Cards for all to see, I use a pocket chart
4. Review reading the cards and talking about what they mean
5. Show a text feature from the chosen book and tell them to confer quietly in their group
“I think it is a _______ because _________”
6. Discuss which labels fits best and why as a class. Groups getting the correct label get a star
on the board .
7. Repeat #5 with more text features
8. The group(s) with the most stars gets a simple prize like lining up first for recess.
Writing Connection: I model writing what I learned about the topic and what additional information the text
feature provided. For example, I make a list of the important things to know about George Washington using
the Table of Contents.

1. Pull nonfiction books from my classroom/school libraries on a topic such as the weather.
2. Depending on the number of books, put the class into small groups or partners.
3. Pass out the books
4. Mix up the Text Feature cards and dramatically pull one out. Review what it means in
informational texts.
5. “Ready, Set, Go!” The groups look through their book for the text feature.
6. “Times up!” Time to share what they found and what they learned from the feature
7. Reflect:
“Do all ______ books have _____?” (topic + text feature)
“What did we learn about ______ using _____?” (topic + text feature)
Writing Connection: I model a quick write on the topic and create the text feature to add information. For
example, I describe the body of a Monarch Butterfly and then draw a diagram and label the body parts.
©Judy Lynch
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Text Features in Informative Reading

Table of Glossary
Contents
Index

Heading

Photo

Caption

Map

Diagram

Two Texts on the Same Topic
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Book Title:

is different…

Book Title:

is different…

Both are the same…
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2 TEXTS ON THE SAME TOPIC: DRAW AND WRITE ABOUT ILLUSTRATIONS, DESCRIPTIONS OR PROCEDURES
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